
 

 

 
Soft Adventures & Tiger Temple / TTH 023 

 (Erawan Waterfalls-Elephant Ride & Bamboo Rafting-Tiger Temple) 
 

With its stunning beauty, Erawan ranks the first top of Kanchanaburi’s most beautiful 

waterfalls and has drawn hundred thousands of visitors each year. It is a great time for you to 

really enjoy trekking along its splendid nature trail in the serene atmosphere and swimming in its 

emerald-coloured and crystal-like-clear pools. Thereafter, add some more colours to your 

adventure experience through elephant ride and bamboo rafting. Perfect the day with a visit to 

the increasingly famous Tiger Temple.  

 

 

 

 

 

Itinerary 

0800 Depart the hotel for Erawan National Park. 

0900 Upon arrival, start to trek along its nature trail to the splendid waterfalls inside. Appreciate 

its natural beauty, patterns and shapes of the tropical forest, particularly the stunningly big 

trees traditionally believed to be protected by the tree spirit. Then enjoy relaxing and 

swimming in the emerald-coloured pools.  
 

1230   After Lunch, continue a journey to enjoy elephant riding and rafting.  
 

1400   Be excited with soft adventure on the elephant back and bamboo rafting. 
 

1530 End the day with a visit to the Tiger Temple. Learn about tigers and their lives in 

domestication inside the boundary of the temple run by Buddhist monks.  
 

1700   Return to Kanchanaburi town. 

1800   Reach the town and transfer back to the accommodation. 
 

 

 
 

Number of guests 

 

Prices per person 

2 pax THB 5,050.- 

3 pax THB 4,300.- 

4-8 pax THB 3,950.- 

9-15 pax THB 3,800.- 

16 pax up THB 3,600.- 

Included: 
1) Round-trip transfer by A/C van 
2) Entrance fee to Erawan national park 

3) Elephant riding and bamboo rafting 30 minutes each 

4) Tiger temple visit and donation  
5) Lunch  
6) Drinking water, cool towels, coffee or tea, and snacks 
7) English-speaking guide 
8) Insurance 1,000,000 Baht per head 
9) 10% Vat & Tax 
 

Excluded: Soft drinks and alcohol 

Valid from 2015- 31 Oct 2016 


